LEIGHTON MCKEITHEN

Our classroom is upstairs next to Williams Fellowship. We are made up of 20-40 members, men and women ages 60+, but any age is welcome! There is music and singing in addition to our standard Sunday School curriculum, which is lead by 5 leaders on a rotating basis. Gina Keel is one of our leaders and can be reached at 252-943-4365.

JOHN M. WILSON

Our classroom is downstairs beneath the fellowship hall. Traditionally a men’s class who enjoy friendship and fellowship, we have a rotating roster of speakers who provide our lessons. Group leader, Bill Dudley, can be reached at 910-920-6035.
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START A SPIRITUAL JOURNEY WITH US

Sunday School classes at Highland Presbyterian Church
SPIRITUAL STEPS

TODAY’S WORD
OUR CLASSROOM IS UPSTAIRS IN THE NEW WING IN THE TODAY’S WORD ROOM NUMBER 219. EACH WEEK THERE IS A LESSON BASED ON VARIOUS VIDEO STUDIES, WHICH CREATES AN IDEAL SETTING FOR SPIRITUAL GROWTH AND ENERGETIC DISCUSSION AS WE SEEK TO LIVE AS CHRISTIANS IN TODAY’S EVER-CHANGING WORLD. SINGLES AND COUPLES OF ALL AGES ARE WELCOME. OUR CLASS LEADER, ANNE MATLACK, CAN BE REACHED AT 910-670-7883.

FISHERS OF FAITH
OUR CLASSROOM IS UPSTAIRS IN THE LEARNING CENTER WING IN THE FISHERS OF MEN ROOM 225. WE HAVE AROUND 20 WEEKLY ATTENDEES OF ALL AGES! OUR CURRICULUM REVOLVES AROUND GROUP BASED DISCUSSIONS. OUR CLASS LEADER, AMANDA CHRISTIANSON, CAN BE REACHED AT 910-624-4692.

KING OF QUEENS
OUR CLASSROOM IS UPSTAIRS IN THE KING OF QUEENS ROOM NUMBER 242. WE PROACTIVELY SEARCH FOR OPPORTUNITIES OUTSIDE OF THE CHURCH TO SEEK GOD’S WILL. FOCUSING ON SERMON PASSAGES, WE UNPACK SCRIPTURES, BRINGING MEANING TO OUR LIVES. OUR CLASS CONSISTS OF PEOPLE AGES 30-50+. CLASS LEADER, SCOTT CAMERON, CAN BE REACHED AT HCAMERON70@GMAIL.COM.

SEARCHING DISCIPLES
OUR CLASSROOM IS UPSTAIRS IN THE NEW WING IN THE SEARCHING DISCIPLES ROOM NUMBER 227. WE ARE A CLOSE KNIT CLASS COMPRISED OF COUPLES AND SINGLES. MOST OF OUR CLASS MEMBERS ARE MIDDLE AGED OR BETTER, BUT WE WELCOME ALL AGES! WE ENJOY SPIRITED DISCUSSIONS LED BY CLASS LEADER, DON GAYLORD, AND READ VARIOUS BOOKS AND PARTS OF THE BIBLE. OUR CLASS LEADER CAN BE REACHED AT 910-323-5815.

WILLIAMS FELLOWSHIP
OUR CLASSROOM IS UPSTAIRS IN THE WILLIAMS FELLOWSHIP ROOM NUMBER 237. OUR CLASS CONSISTS OF 30-40 WEEKLY ATTENDEES. ALL AGES ARE WELCOME! WE DO A WEEKLY DEVOTIONAL AS WELL AS CLASS LECTURES FILLED WITH OPEN DISCUSSIONS. OUR CLASS LEADER, NEAL MCNEILL, CAN BE REACHED AT 910-848-4561.

JOURNEY TOGETHER
OUR CLASSROOM IS DOWNSTAIRS IN THE PARLOR. WE USE VIDEO BASED BIBLE STUDIES AND ARE CURRENTLY FOLLOWING ROB BELL. OUR CLASS CONSISTS OF SINGLES AND COUPLES AGES 50+. FOR MORE INFORMATION OR QUESTIONS, PLEASE CALL OR TEXT CLASS LEADER, LENORE JOHNSON, AT 910-670-0922.

EXPLORING FAITH